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112 Graduates Granted Degrees
Graduation Address: Dr. Robert G. Bone

Dean .Sachs Officiates

The lncapsulated Person

At Dec. 22 Ceremony

Illinois Teachers College Chicago
North presented 112 degrees to
students at the commencement exercises on Wednesday, December
22. One Master of Education degree, 9 Master of Arts degrees, 29
Dr. Bone went on to ask an the
Bachelor of Education degrees,
and 73 Bachelor of Arts degrees
graduates, "How well educated
were conferred by Dean Sachs.
are you yourselves?" He stated
Ceremonies began with selections
that a good way to answer this
played by the ITCC-N Band. After
question is to ask the following
the processional the Star Spangled
questions of oneself.
Banner was sung and then Rabb,
"How wen informed are you in
Ernst M. Lorge of Temple Beth Isyour field?" "How well do you get
r ael gave the invocation.
along with other people?" "How
Pictured left. to right: Dr. Goldberg, Dr. Moran, Dean Sachs,
Roberta Maguire, salutatorian
well have you developed the habit
Dr. McKelvey, Dr. McBride, Rev. Dr. Jackson, and Rabbi
addressed the audience and Dean
of learning?'• "Have you learned
Lorge.
Sachs gave a welcoming address
to use wisdom with your k n o w - f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----1 to the audience. Stating that the
ledge."
reputation. of the school was really
in the hands of its graduates, he
"Knowledge, the gaining of knowThe increase in draft calls in recent months has prompted the re- said, "We have pride in these stuledge and the retaining of know- classification of many students who were previously exempt due to dents. We are content to let them
ledge is vital if you wish to sue- their status. In a recent article published in the Association for Higher make our reputation. We have no
ceed. Always remember this know- Education's college and university bulletin, Betty Vetter, executive sec- fear of this reputation because we
know it is in their good hands."
~edge should be broad and general, retary of the Scientific Manpower Commission outlined steps which stuDr. Goldberg then presented Dr.
.
.
dents may take in order to insure completion of college studies .
,including the knowledge of a specBone. After Dr. Bones address
"Students themselves mu:;t Le iully informed of their obligaf ns the va edk orian cf
'lalized area. "
e c ass,
. and their rights under Selective Service. More and more local boards Gloria Kase spoke about the stuDr. Bone went on to say that
Dr. Bone then went on to say are sending 1-A classifications to all students registered with the board dents of this graduation class and
this was necessary in today's
world. Many fields required a high that knowledge alone is not enough. in an effort to differentiate between students making good progress to- their experiences.
degree of specialization from those Using Plato's experiences found in ward a degree goal and those registrants who are part-time students,
Presentation of the candidates
who work in it. But he added, The Laws, Dr. Bone stated that or those whose academic progress is lagging.
for degrees was performed by Dr.
"However, as a specialist, you Plato learned that education alone
Malek a n d Dr. J\tbran. Dean
"In many cases, registrants receiving notices of 1-A classification
must not become so specialized is not enough. A society of highly •
Sachs, assisted by Dr. McBride
that your reactions, your inter- educated people would be a terri- are uncertain of what action to take. They may delay doing anything conferred the degrees.
ble place to live in. if these people · until the 10-day time limitation for appeal has passed, without realizing
ests, your values, and your attiOne sad note in tbc graduation
did
not have the wisdom to use this that they have thus lost their right of appeal.
tudes develop out of the narrow
proceedings was the mmouncement
reference to your own field . We knowledge. Society needs people "In some cases students have , - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - ; by Dean Sachs thn.t Dean Cook,
don't want persons to react like with a human touch. "There is neglected to send their local boards
dean of Illinois Teachers College
m ore than knowledge needed, a current address. Even when mail
robots!"
Chicago-South, had died on Tuesthere is the ability to understand is forwarded, the delay in receipt
day, December 21. Dean Sachs exDr. Bone declared that "Every mankind."
of
notice
may
be
sufficient
to
pressed his sympathies and sadintelligent person, including the
cause
forfeiture
of
appeal
rights.
ness.
In
closing
Dr.
Bone
said,
"Your
specialist, must be a broadly eduDr. McKelvey, president of our
cated person, and you must devel- teachers, your professors, your The 10-day appeal period starts on Freshman students who took the
the
date
of
original
mailing
of
the
school
then spoke to the graduates.
op this breadth of knowledge while parents have offered you much. classification notice.
Diagnostic Reading Test in their
you are in college or shortly after The question today is, did you take
orientation classes last trimester
you graduate because you are not
may receive an individual interImmediate
Action
Essential
a·dvantage of that offer? You will
going to get it on the job or in our
"Students should knew the exact pretation of their scores froin Mrs.
increasingly specialized society.'' succeed only if you continue to source within the tmiversity for in- Raymer in the office of academic
learn. But learn on a hroad base. formation regarding Selective Ser- advisement.
"And you young people going out
Do not become an incapsulated vice problems, and the necessity
to teach remember this and reThe test, which was given to all
for taking immediate action if they
member it again and again. This person."
new freshman last trimester covare reclassified 1-A must be emis the responsibility of the univer- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ers reading skills in terms of
phasized by the university. If an
sities and the schools of the great- Dean Sachs
speed, vocabulary and comprehenappeal of classification must be
er society but most of all you.
sion. It was given to the students
made, both the university registrar
This is vital if man is to continue
to help the Department of Academand, in some cases, individual proto prosper in the nuclear age. If
ic Advisement to determine whethfessors who can testify to the stusociety is to continue, we must
er a lack of reading skills or poor
dent's progress and potential
have people with a well balanced
study habits caused freshman to
and broad education, people who We are beginning a new semes- should be prepared to initiate or have problems in some courses
understand and appreciate others, ter and a new· year, both bright support the appeal be letter. The that require a lot of reading.
people who. have a sensitivity to with promise for the college and student should be advisedto forothers - a humane person, a hu- for each individual student. This is ward a transcript of his credits and The results showed that the
freshman compared very favorabmanist." Although fields become the first calendar year as a state grades to his local board.
more and more specialized, and college. In this year, our future
"University personnel and stu- ly with the scores of other college
training is more and more specific course will be chartered, and dents should be familiar with the freshman in general.
Miss Gloria Kase, ValedidorDr. Bone stressed that a broad many new doors opened to us. You, I-S classification, and should be
ian
of the ITCC-N 9radu,1tin9
education is essential. "Nonethe- as students, now have a recognized prepared to request it for regis- The Office of Academic Advise- class of December, 1965.
ment
wishes
to
thank
all
the
stuless their work (specialists), wil role to play in college government. trants who receive notice to report
be better and they will be of far You, as students, will shape the for induction. This statutory classi- dents that took this test for their He stressed the importance of
greater value to society and in re- activities of this college and can fication ( which can be granted on- cooperation.
Alumni support to our school.
turn society itself will continue to influence its growth and develop- ly once) will automatically be giv- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Benediction was given by the
profit if they have a broad academ ment in many ways. I urge you to en on request to full-time students
Rev. Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, Pasassistance
in
obtaining
student
deic base which includes the accum- participate. If you join with the in good standing, and will allow
tor, Olivet Baptist Church.
ulated experience and wisdom of faculty and administration in ef- them to complete the current term ferments can be requested from
After the recessional coffee was
the
Scientific
Manpower
Commisforts
to
plan
the
future
of
this
colthe ages. My government says that
of university work.
served in the south wing of the
sion
2101
Constitution
Avenue,
N.
education is more important today lege, you will find the effort both
cafeteria.
"Information on procedures and W. Washington, D. C., 20418."
than ever before. If we do not un- stimulating and rewarding.

Dr. Robert G. Bone, President of
Illinois State University, Normal,
Ill., presented _the address, "The
Incapsulated Person" at the Dec.
22 graduation of ITCC-N. Speaking
of the rapid changes and scientific
discoveries occuring in this day,
Dr. Bone expressed concern over
the degree of specialization which
occurs in many colleges and areas
<-'f occupation today. He stated,
"I am deeply concerned about tomorrow and about the fact that if
we are not careful we will become
'incapsulated men and women,'
men and women who are so -narrow in their own special field that
they know little else. Their specialized knowledge seems to be
poured into them as a single chemical poured' into an isolated chemical or capsule. Each year I hear
more about the exploding knowledge in every field. Professional
groups are pressuring fo~ mo~e
and more semester hours ID their
. own specialities."

derstand this need for breadth and
for understanding if humanity we
may in the end well destroy ourselves;''

Your Student Deferments

FRESHMEN
CAN READ

Students Are
ITCC-N's Future
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Invasion By Posterity
by Pat Brieschke

to a tutorial service for which they might not even see a reason. "Playing is so much fun, but drilling is work, and I'm not making any progress," is a fine logical approach after six hours of unmotivated school
work-but few use it. (Oh, not to know that ugly vice of rationalization!)
On the whole, all involved benefit by the Work Studies Program.
•
k now the Joy
• of an ac t·1vat e d 1"dea, students have the oppor0 rgamzers
tunity for pre-preparation in their teaching fields, and little children
develop the great quality (so we tell them) of broader horizons and
deeper aspirations.
If one is among those wha righteously seek the truth, a letter from
a little fellow who visited with us at iTC will ultimately explain what
he enjoyed most from his broader horizons and deeper aspirations.

The universe is saturated with children. They take us so far in th e
tunnel of age through to our depths that we can find in ourselves the untouchable seed once called a child. They are universal and eternal;
children constitute the indelible mark of man.
Being universal and eternal, children are an indestructible force,
however, not indestructible in themselves. A child breaks easily. An
individual child is the collected responsibility of humanity (please, fellow fools, let's measure up to this responsibility, for a little Child shall
lead us!) .
In our college, where adults crave affinity with children, the concept of a child, and the poor soul itself, manifests special significance.
With ,due deference to this vested interest, students of ITC in the Work
Dear Dean Sachs,
Study Program invited eighty of their little friends from Deborah Boys
This is what I liked best: eating all the candy and ice cream
Club (3401 W. Ainslie) and Erie House (1347 Erie Street) to visit with
and coke.
them here at the college on December 9, 1965.
8 years old
Since our students tutor these children in Language Arts and Math,
from Lupe
they knew fully well what would make them happy. And did they plan
a program! The children arrived at 4:00 p. m. after a reportedly e n j o y - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . -----------------1
able bus ride. (We feel obligated to mention the great big wonderful bus,
since one of our nicest fans wrote this letter.)

Second Cities Sixth

STUDENT
ESSAY
CONTEST
A Student Essay Contest is being
sponsored by The Humanist Association of Metropol1"tan Chicago
(HAMC), Inc. The subject is "Proposals For A Greater Society."
Eight cash prizes will be made:
First award, $200; second award,
$100; third award, $50; five awards
of $10 each. Contest rules are:
1. Only accredited day and evening students of all cplleges and
professional schools above high
school level (art, technical, music,
nursing etc.) in the greater metropolitan Chicago, Ill. area are ellgible to compete.
2. Essay limit, 2,000 words; in
exposition, be forthright and inci•
sive.

The sixth anniversary of the one of the Chicago's most creative
3. All essays are non-returnable
Dear Dean Sachs,
opening of Chicago's famed Second and original resident companies, and become the property of HAMC;
Thank you for Jetting me come to your school. But most of all
City will be celebrated on Thurs- Second City has staged 20 revues top award essays will be submitI like to ride in the Bus. So I made a picture of a Bus.
day, December 16.
and is presently rehearsing the ted for publication in "Humanist"
On that date the Second City 21st which is slated to open shortly and other media.
David Estrada
players will present the 3,880th after the first of the year.
4. AU entries must be typeperformance to be staged in the The current cast is composed of written, double-spaced, and acnationally known Old Town caba- David Steinberg, Bob Klein, Fred companied by the name, address
ret theatre. In the six years, two Willard, Sandra Caron and Judy and telephone number of contescompanies imported from Great Graubart.
tant in a sealed envelope; no
Britian as well as over 40 Second
Performances of the current pro- identification is to appear on the
City actors have appeared in skits, duction "Old Wine, New Bottles" manuscript as both essays and ensketches, songs and blackouts are at 9:oo nightly except Mondays, velopes will be numbered on rewhich totalled 5,820 hours of en- ll :00 p. m . performances on Fri- ceipt and the selections of judges
tertainment for the public over 310 days and Saturdays and an extra will be identified by number only.
First, the children were welcomed by Dean Sachs in the gymnas- weeks. In addition, Second City l:OO a. m. performance on Satur5. Selections will be based soleium. After a warm and friendly greeting, they pilgrimaged over to Data has toured to almost every major days. Phone reservations may be ly on evident merit in the following
Processing where they saw a picture of former President Kennedy city in the United States and Can- made l:..y calling DE 7-3993.
categories: a) creative thinking,
made by the computer. In the latter part of his letter, Michael Pastore ada and has sent three companies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, b) extent of research, c) quality of
tells exactly what he thought of our m~chines.
to London, England for public enrealizable ideas, d) manner of litgagements.
erary presentation.
Dear Dean Sachs,
A number of other notable events
6. Entries will be screened by
I go to Erie house every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday. share December 16 with Second
t::,'.
HAMC, from among the 20 best.
I come for reading. My teachers name is Bonnie Burns. What I City. These include:
, Eight award winners will be choslike best is taking tests and reading books about sports. When we
• The Boston Tea Party (1773)
en by a panel of the following
went to your college what I liked best was the IBM machine.
• Ludwig Beehtoven's birth,-judges:
I like your college very much.
day 0770)
Robert Ahrens, M. A., Roosevelt
,
b" thd
The famed National Repertory!
J an e Aus tens
•
ir
ay
U. ·, Dr. Sandra Bartky, U. of IlliThank You Very Much
Theatre announces a contest for
(1775)
malapropisms in advance of the nois, Chicago Circle; Dr. Robert
Michael Pastore
• Noe I Coward's birthday
Havighurst, U. of Chicago,· Dr.
(
)
four-week engagement of NRT at
1899
After cruising the library and navigating the rest of the school, the
the Studebaker Theatre, January
Curtis MacDougall, Northwest• The murder of Grigori Rasern u.,· Dr. Hans Mauksch, Dean
children pulled into harbor at the cafeteria where large portions of
t· ( 1916 )
24-February 19.
pu m
of Illinois Inst. of Technology;
pleasure were devoured in the form of party; foods. Full bellies were
• The beginning of the Battle
Students can win tickets to the
D D
p · D P I U D
followed by happy hearts as eighty children ended their visit to ITC with
f
B 1 ( 1944 )
r. an osm, e au
.; r.
o the u ge
three classic plays and enjoy the
Horatio Riboldi, Loyola U.; Mara medley of merry carols.
C r · th
h ·
rare opportunity of lunching at
· R
M A Ill" · T h
The excursion to ITC is one of the numerous projects Deborah and
on mumg roug six years as
ion ognas, . ., mo1s eac t
th
Erie children (and children of eleven other community agencies) have
Maxim's ReS aurant wi
one of ers College, Chicago (South) and
the stars - Eva LeGallienne, Syl- Dr Donald Sm1·th T1lm· 01·s Teach
participated in. Other privileges include personal tutors, recreational Counselor Solves
.
. ,.
via Sidney or Leora Dana. All for
ers College, Chicago (North).
groups led by concerned lea1ers, physical education classes, and trips
dreaming up a malapropism 15
b
ked
7- Entries must e postmar
all over the world of Chicago. The Regional Office of Health, Educa- ,..1,
tion and Welfare has lauded Dean Sachs and the Coordinator of Work
ra IC ams
word s or less.
no later than March 15, 1966.
Studies Program, Mrs. Branrlzel, for their social responsibility in the
There is a new addition to the
Mrs. Malaprop, perhaps the most 8· Awa rd s will be presented
program. (However, social responsibility is a necessity and an obliga- counselor's office of ITCC-N. One comic role ever created for an ac- publicly Saturd ay, June 4, l 966 ;
tion-not an extra-added attraction to someone's world view; we must of our students, Tom Romano, de- tress, is the character in Sheridan's location to be announced later.
most certainly be led by the example of Dean Sachs and Mrs. Brandzel cided that the new offices needed "The Rivals" who make a ridiculMail entries to:
in the acceptance of responsibility-anti-apathy and pro-action.)
something to relieve the traffic ous misuse of large words.
Humanist Association
The Regional Office has also sung the praises of our students in the problem. When they were on the
Box 3376
In the play, first performed in
Work Studies Program. (However, paid charity flourishes wildly in our second floor, there were only curChicago, Illinois 60654
city.) Ne'verthe!ess, the fact that our students give their time to their tains to· contend with when one 1775, these are malapropisms out <For information about Humanism,
little friends is admirable.
was trying to see if the office was of the mouth of Mrs. Malaprop:
write to above address)
If laurel wreathes are being bestowed, first in line shou!d be the cccupied by another student. Now "Forget this fellow-illiterate him
from your memory," "He ~ the i - - - - - - - - - - - - children-children who come faithfully day after day, without murmur, one has to practically walk right
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 in before finding out if the coun- very pine-apple of politeness,"
"My affluence over my niece is
selor is busy.
•
But Tom Romano has solved this very small," and "We will not anby installing stop and go lights ticipate the past."
which are controlled by a button
You've heard ridiculous errors
on Miss McCreery's and Mrs. Ray- like these. And what you've heard
University, Ala.-0. P.)-A rem- no longer be a financial problem. mer's desks. Now one need only might win the NRT contest for
All institutions of higher learning
edy is close at hand for the modern In the future , the inbalance will look for the proper signal before you. Prizes are:
are
being asked to cooperate with
inbalance between the physical sci- be found between the departments entering. Our counselors hope that
1st prize: 2 series tickets for each the Selective Service System in an
ences and humanities . . Dr. Frank of excellence and the departments when you need help, you will come
A. Rose, president of the Univer- of mediocrity." Dr. Rose said the and try out the new system. The of the three plays-"The Rivals," effort to identify male students
sity of Alabama recently told fac- Southern universities "are chal- counselors are there for your bene- "The Madwomen of Chaillot" and who should be deferred to comulty here that excellence demon- lenged with the greatest opportuni- fit so they hope that you will take "The Trojan Women"-and lunch- plete their education, and to aseon with one of the Nationally Rep- sist in conveying information rela,
advantage of the opportunity.
strated in teaching and research ty ever afforded them."
ertory Theatre stars at Maxim's tive to such deferment to tt.e stU•
plu_s unprecedented federal funding
'Restaurant in the Astor Towers.
dents. Students should be aware
"I am asking the deans of our
can redress this imbalance.
IN MEMORIUM
of their responsibility to keep
From the White House Confer- schools and colleges to immediate2nd prize: 2 series tickets to each
their local boards informed and to
ence on Education, said Dr. Rose, ly call upon each department for
The faculty, staff, 'and . stuof the three plays.
take immediate action should they
one supreme fact emerges: "In an evaluation of its position in dent body of Illinois Teachers
3rd, 4th and 5th prizes: 2 tickets
receive a 1-A classification, since
the past there has been an inbal- terms of excellence. We will find
College Chicago-North join in
to any of the three plays.
there is a ten day time limit for
ance between the · richly endowed in some areas that we are lacking expressing their sympathy on
The rules are:
filing an appeal. The :Secord Ofand supported physical and natur- in academic activity ruyJ intellec- the death of Dr. Cook, Dean of
1. The contest is limited to curfice is the source of information
al sciences against the poorly tual achievement. We must not lllinois Teachers College Chicarent high school and college stuconcerning Selective Service mat-·
supporte<i. humanities and social rest until we have achieved the go-South.
dents. 2. Malapropisms are limitters, and questions should be rereputation of excellence for the to-sciences.
(Continued on Page 4)
ferred to that office,
"Beginning this month, this will ta! university."

lmiJ

NRT
Malaprop1·c:ms

Contest

--------------1
ff• J

New Balance Sought
In Southern Universities

Immediate
Nrot1·f1·cat1·on
Necessary

The
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Summer Jobs in Europe

EDITORIALS
Student Participation Is

Job opportunities in Europe this mits) will be strictly controlled by
They are all informed of the insummer . .. Work this summer in the labor ministries of the coun- tent of the program, and will help
the forests of Germany, on con- lries involved.
the student all they can in deriving
struction in Austria, on farms in In most cases, the employers the most from his trip to Europe.
Germany , Sweden and Denmark, h a v e requested especially for
Please write for further informaFor quite some time now the Interim has, at l:he beginning of each
on road construction in Norway.
American students. Hence, they tion and application forms to :
trimester , petitioned students and faculty alike to submit news items
Well there are these jobs avail- are particularly interested in the American-European Student-Serto the Interim. Once again we wish to point out that it is impossible for
able as well as jobs in Ireland, student and want to make the vice, Via Santorre Santarosa 23,
our reporters to be everywhere or for us to know everything that is goSwitzerland, England, France, It- work as interesting as possible.
Florence, Italy.
ing on on our campus. This is why we rely on everyone on campus to
aly, and Holland are open by the
report news to us .
consent of the governments of t h e s e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - countries
to American university
In order to make such reporting easier, the Interim has four checkpoints where news articles may be turned in. We have two mailboxes : students coming to Europe the next
one is located just outside of the Bursar's office and one is located in summer.
For some years students made
the activities office. News items may also be turned in directly to the
Interim office, Room E210 , or they may be addressed to the Interim their way across the Atlantic to
Winston-Salem, N. C.-(I. P.)- student teaching was severely critand placed on the student mail board located directly in front of the take part in the actual life of the
people
of
these
countries.
The
sueIn
presenting Salem's teacher- icized by the State's evaluation
lunchroom.
cess of this project has caused a training program to the state for committee, and requirement was
We will not be held responsible for not publicizing student activities great . deal of enthusiastic interest review and approval, the college made that Salem would have to inif the various clubs and organizations do not let us know about the ac- and support both in America and stated its policy "that a young clude a minimum of six-weeks,
tivities in advance .
Europe,
woman should be an educated per- full-day student teaching. At the
Every year, the program has son first" and then gave in full de- hearing requested by President
been expanded to include many tail the information required. (In Dale H. Gramley following the demore students and jobs. Already 1965, Salem College was placed cree of the committee, Dr .. Grammany students have made appli- under provisional accreditation for ley said :
cation for next summer jobs. three vears bv the North Carolina
"Surely it is a mistake to impose
Several people have questioned why, during the festive holiday searigid quantitive requirements on
son, the Interim alone did not j0Lr1 in with the joyous decorating . With American-European Student Ser- State Board of Education.)
Briefly, the program centered an institution which turns out suthe rest of the student union looking so joyous and festive, why did the vice (on a non-profitable basis) is
Ir,terim office remain in its same drab condition ? The answer .is a offering these jobs to students for around the completion of a major perior products. The important
Germany, Scandinavia, England, in a subject matter field while thing isn't numbers. It's the qualsimple one. "We was cheated! "
Austria, Switzerland, France, It- qualifying for a teaching certifi- ity of the end product. " The hearThe fraternity having more rapid runners in their organization man- aly, and Spain. The jobs consist of cate. For years Salem has screened
ing produced no visible change.
aged to beat us to Mrs. Zimmerman's Holiday Supply Warehouse. They forestry work, child care work( fe- students before admitting them to
Salem had become a test for the
took all that was to be had in the way of decorations for the Holidays. males only), farm work, hotel the teacher-training program. Ex- role of liberal arts in the preparaThe only things they left for us were an Easter Basket (highly unappro- work (limited number available), posure to the schools and their pution of teachers.
priate this time of year) a couple of burlap bags with the letters M. S. construction work, and some other pils was started in the sophomore
0 . on them (probably left over from some Halloween party) , and fin- more qualified jobs requiring more year, included a full week of ob" The State has demanded conally, about 19,000 paper napkins . If we had been of the creative nature, spedalized training.
servations in the junior year (fol- formity and has placed the College
we possibly could have used the napkins, but who on the Interim staff
Purpose of Program
lowed by 8 regular period assign- in the position of offering its libis creative?
The purpose of this program is ments) and again in the senior eral arts program in a seven-seto
afford the student an opportunity year before student teaching could mester (3½ year) period, so that
One item of interest was found , however. As we were returning to
a full semester might be devoted
our office we spotted something in a waste basket. Being of a curious to get into real living contact with be undertaken.
to
the greater part of teacher
nature , we. picked it up. The object was a book carrying the title of the people and customs of Europe.
training ," said Dr. Ivy Hixson,
In
this
way,
a
concrete
effort
can
Salem
required
18
hours
of
work
School Loyalty: My School and the Girls In It. Someone told us that it
be made to learn something of the in professional teaching courses academic dean.
belonged to a letter-writing former student senate member.
. and a seven-week, half-day student
cu lt ure of E urope. I n re t urn for h1s
Taking the position that Salem
.11
teaching period during the senior
h
k
th
t
d
or er wor , e s u ent w1 recannot at this time abandon the
· h'1s or her room and board , year. Salem students were under teacher education program because
ceive
contract in the city-county schools
1
Pus a wage. However, s t uden t s
of its responsibility to present stushould keep in mind that they will for each morning for 7 weeks un- d t
d t
.
.
.
Seldom does any newspaper appear without some error be it factual be working on the European econ- der regular supervision by their den s danf
mcreasmg
11society's
l'f'
d
t
1
or typographical. But, rarely does all occur at once. Such has been the omy and wages will naturally be maJ·Jr professors and their super- theman
d · or
· twet· -qua k zed heachers,
t t
case in all of our dealings thus far with Miss ITCC-N, Janice Hersh.
visors
from
the
Education
Departe
a
minis
ra
ion
as
e t a s eps
scaled accordingly. The working
b t k t
·
In our first story about her victory, we repeatedly misspelled her cond1tions
·
(hours , safety, regula- ment of Salem.
Ie d'a en th preparP.
· a program
t f
f m11
name . Once it was Janis Hersch, t.hen Janice Hirsh and countless other tions , legal protection, work per- But Salem's program of half-day dcu mg
or u t d et treqmremen
h'
misspellings. Then in the last issue we reached our peak of misperfor-1----------- - - - - . , _______________ . ay s u en eac mg.
mance by misquoting her. Miss Hersh is a far cry from the conceited,
The "block program" for student
ignorant creature we would have led you to believe.
teaching has been adopted by the

Vital to INTERIM Success

The Value of
Method Courses Questioned

I Deck the Halls ?

Hersh D\lt Hersch !
I

°

°

To Miss Hersh we express our most sincere apologies . We are certain that her kind acceptance of our blunders is but another of her many
fine qualities which will eventually result in her possession of the title
of "Miss America."

faculty as an acceptable program
wi th as little loss as possible to
Salem's academic offerings, In th e
"block program" in the first semester of the senior year, the student will spend the first six weeks
in accelerated courses of Methods
of Teaching .and Child Psychology.
Full-day student teaching will fill
the second six weeks. •In the last
two weeks, the student will have
follow-up conferences on studentteaching.

More Manpower Eligible
f ,or Work Studies Program
From the Anti-Poverty Act to the
Higher Education Act; from indigency to just plain need - the
prerequisites foi· employment in
the Work Studies Program decreased in our favor! One need no
longer know poverty to join the
program. Just be needy (the Federal definition of "needy" is "need
enough money to stay in school") .
Although preference is still given
to low-income groups, emphasis is
now focused on everyone!

example, tells of two great learning experiences offered, "Y o u
learn how to handle children not
ethnically and culturally from the
same background - underprivileged. You learn how to learn from
the children themselves." Our students who . work in the .program .
must learn to .grasp a basic fundamental of teaching ( and of life):
A child is an individual and not
1/ 41st of a class.

- - - -- - . Practical skills have also been
The reason for such radical acquired by our students in the
THJ!
change in the program is that the program. Loretto Geiger began 1
. Federal W o r k Study Program secretarial work in February when
MEMBER
( which ultimately discovers the the program convened, but has
ILLIXOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTH)
money to employ students) has since adopted the job as tutor to
January 5, 1966
· adopted a new world view. All jobs Esmirelda and · Maria. Through Vol. 13 - No. 9
· are now chosen with a view of fur- " how-to" sessions with Mr. Rader
Interim is published bi-weekly at Illinois Teachers College Chicago (North), 5500
ther education benefits of the stu- of Erie House , Loretto has learned The
N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, Ill . Lellers to !he editor must · be signed. We reserve the
right
lo
condense
lellers
when
necessary.
All
published
opinions
are
of :he Interim
dent . These now include tutoring how to recognize the needs of a editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the those
college,
. and recreational group leaders, re- child and how to administer the
Editor
Frank Sesko
search aids for faculty members; basic tests which place children at .A.ssistar.t Editor
Barbara Lofgren
Columnists
Al
Gagnon,
Den
ise Kelley
,· etc. (see article on programs at their academic level. Only one of Feature Wr iter
Cathy Hammock, Charlolle Frost, Pat Brieschke, Bob Delaney
Mary Ellen Kane, Sandra Gordon, Vicki Logan,
Erie and Deborah.)
the nine ITC students in the pro- Reporters
Terri Mascolo, Ann~tle Pulizze, FredPne Pecchi a, Frank Collins, Pat
.
th.e program orr·1c1a
. 11v be- gram at Erie. .Loretto. believes
Dempsey, Mary Jean Del , Ciello, Kay Korzun, John Hansen, Kathryn
smce
.
Nepodahl, Denise Doyle, Pal Lupo, Iris Rosenblatt, Linda Koser, Judy
. F . ..
~ ,
· work such as th~1rs "gives an mSlridell , Donna Dunne
gan m eb1 ua1,. stude.. t . upon J'
stu• d'n-1'd ua I ch'ld
· th Office Managers
Vicki Logan, Helen Wisllnskl
1 h'1s chance. " seven
d en t has sung· 1•t s praises.
Cartoonists
Ulrich Vodin, Annelle Pulizze
· nn
Photographer
. . ... Helen Wlsllnskl
\Continued on Page 4)
Kreiling, who works as a tutor, for
Sponsor
. E. M, Llebow

I
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In the 1965-66 the present plan of
teacher training will be continued,
but the following year poses many
problems of the "block program."
According to Dean Hixson, "For
the student to take a full semester
away from the class room, to cram
Child Psychology , Methods, observation , and full-time teaching will
in Salem's case weaken the teacher training program and at the
same time disturb the continuity
of the liberal arts program.
" Since there is as yet no convincing evidence that is nationwide that
the present plan is undesirable,
there is concern, regret and anger,
that Salem must adopt the rigid,
inflexible, conforming program that
apparently makes no provision for
the College to have the freedom of
adjusting its preparation of teachers to the quality of student admitted or the quality of preparation
provided."
Dr. Elizabeth Welch, chairman
of Salem's Education-Psychology
(Continued on Page 4)
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GUEST EDITORIAL

"The Wit and Wi

Fresh Look at Viet Nam

of Adlai Stevenson
Thru the ages great men have
made great speeches : Greater men everywhere.
have spoken with an economy of His idealism is mis
~ . . .
words capturing pure essence in "There is a spiritual hunger in the
one pithy sentence. "Wit and Wis- world today ... and it cannot be
dom" teams with the pithy sen- satisfied by better cars on longer
tences spoken by Adlai Stevenson. credit terms." His yardstick is
In the ninety-five pages of this homespun . . . "You can tell the
tiny book, we discover something size of a man by the size of the
we suspected all along-that Stev- thing that makes him mad."
enson valued his role of humani"Wit al\d Wisdom" lets you
tarian. American, and public ser- delve deeper into the personality of
vant above that of a politician. this American. Chuckle over the
There is little that is partisan in quips ; be impressed with the pro. . . "A hungry man is not a free found thoughts ; be absorbed with
man." "We believe that it is better the many human-interest photos of
to discuss a question even without Stevenson and people; great and
settling it, than to settle a question humble. Discover this man who
without discussing it. " "My defini- handled greatness with a light,
tion of a free society is a society humorous touch - and even his
where it is safe to be unpopular;" humor was democratic . .. "LaughWhen all others fled from "egg- ter is shared by equals. It cannot
head-ism," Stevenson neither apol- be bestowed with condescension."
Perhaps this book review may
ogized for, nor hid his intellect. He
considered his greatest compliment take on added significance in light
that of being " introduced as a of the suggestion that the name
'practical-idealist'-sort of a hard- "Illinois Teachers College Chicagoboiled egghead." His rally-cry, North" be changed to "Adlai E.
" Eggheads, unite! You have noth- Stevenson State College."
ing to lose but your yolks," bolCharlotte Frost
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

In past issues of the Interim there
has appeared various articles and
letters concerning the war in Viet
Nam. In not one of these wrltings
have I seen either an appraisa~ or
an attempt at an appraisal of the
history of the war in Viet Nam.
Tied up in all this is, of course, our
reasons for being in Southeast
Asia.
Our political leaders and news
media would have us believe that
we are fighting a pure and simple
case of "communist agression."
Our American soldiers ·are fighting
for "freedom."
I believe that an unemotional
look at our involvement in Viet
tiam could lead us to quite a different conclusion. Let's look at the
facts.
In 1954, under the leadership or
Ho Chi Minh. the Vietnamese people won their war against France
who was trying to regain her control over Viet Nam, after having
surrendered the country to Japan
during World War II.
The 1954 Geneva Conference of
nine
which ended
the
war , governments
split the country
into -two

tion and the invitation of our pup- that doing what is wrong is what
pet regime in Saigon.
is dangerous to prestige. DoingLet's also look back for a mo- right will enhance our prestige.
ment at our man Diem's rule in Our two oldest allies France and
South Viet Nam. It is a matter of England have retir~d gracefully
historical record that he was over- from untenable positions - why
thrown by the people of South Viet can't we?
Nam. His U. S. supported rule was
marked by its outrages against the If the Communists were to take
people. Most of our newspapers over, what is there that they could
routinely reported at the time of do that we have not done already?
Diem's overthrow the abuse in his Torture? We have permitted that
rule. How his agents destroyed and done it ourselves. Concentrahundreds of villages, the incredi- tion camps? We have helped build
ble number of people confined to them. Mass killing? Since 1961,
concentration camps, stories were 250,000 Vietnamese men women
printed describing· in vivid detail and children have died ~ ainly by
the torture of many men women ~merican weapons and our conand even children to get ~ames of tmued presence in Viet Nam asn"ssible enemies of President · s~res that_the wa~ and the killing
Diem.
will contmue. Dictatorship? We
have supported a dozen dictators
Since Diem we have found it ex- in South Viet Nam and have never
pedient to support a dozen military permitted a fre:e election.
dictatorships in South Viet Nam.
I now welcome comment on this
ln the face of this it seems simply
editorial
and I wo1-1ld be extremely
ridiculous to hear our national
leaders and our editorials sav we grateful to anyone who could show
are fighting for dem'lcracy in South me that our presence in Viet Nam
Viet Nam. The fact is. the United is for the benefit of the Vietnamese
States would gladly settle for a pro- people.
western dictatorship in South Viet r - - - - - -__G_r_e_:g:___
Go_tt_st_e_in_
Nam. The fact is, the United States
will support any dictatorship anywhere in the world as long as it is
willing to align itself on the side
cf the "free'' world.

Recipes For
Scholarships

zones in its efforts to stop - the
shooting, but never intended to divide Viet Nam permanently. It
stated, "The co~ference recognizes
that the essential purpose of the
These facts are known by many
agreement on Viet Nam . . . is to · people who continue to support the
by Denise Kelley
Born in Denver, Colorado, Dean 19, who is attending the Univers:lly end hostilities. The military de- war on the grounds that the pres- The Faculty wives held a "Taste
R~bert J . Goldberg moved to Chi- of Illinois in Urbana and majoring marcation line is provisional and tige of the United States is now and Tell" party Tuesday, Decemcago in 1930. He received his B.A. in French and Russian ; a daughter , should not in any way be inter- involved and that to pull out the ber 14 _ Dishes of an international
in zoology from the University of Joyce, who will be 16 in April and preted as constituting a political or U. S. would suffer irreparable flavor
b •tt d f
1.
Illinois. He then had three years of is a sophomore at Oak Park-Riv- territorial boundary." Elections damage to its reputation. I contend by all w;;:s:~t.m~~e ;;c~~; p ~:~
graduate school at the University er Forest High School ; .a nd a designed to reunite the country , - -- - - - - - - - - - - -I our basketball team took full adof Chicago, and later· received his daughter, Deborah, who will be 11 were directed by the Conference, to
vantage of the change.)
doctorate in biology from I. I. T.- in January and attenr1s an elemen• be held by July, 1956, under intera apropisms-Hopefully, the recipes will be
Illinois Institute of Technology.
tary -school in Oak Park.
national supervision.
(Continued from Page 2)
· gathered together to be put into a
Most of Dean Goldberg's teachDuring his spare time, Dean
book which will be published as
ing career has been spent in the Goldberg likes to do nature photo- The elections were frustrated by ed to 15 words or less. 3. With soon as possible. The proceeds
Chicago area. He has taught at the graphy, play contract bridge, and President Ngo Dinh Diem, whom your entry send your name, ad- from the book will go into a scholGary extension of the University of read fiction . He especially likes Secretary of State Dulles had selec- dress , age, school and school year. arship fund for the benefit of our
Indiana, the Chicago City Junior James A. Michner's new novel , ted to rule South Viet Nam. They (No limit on number of entries.) students.
Colleges, Roosevelt University, and The Source.
never held the el~~ions because 4. Mail to NRT, 222 E. Chestthen came to ITCC-N in 1954. He
. Cathy Hammock both men knew that the vote al- nut Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611. r:'t':::::':::,/:::::,:;:;::::::,::::,::=:=,:::::::;:::::::::=::=:=,,,;:;:=::,,,,:=:::::,:::,:::,,t,:::::::::::::::,::::,,:::::,\/
was appointed to the office of Dean
most certainly would be for union 5. Entries must be postmarked no
of the Faculty in 1962.
,----------------1 under a Communist or Communist- later than midnight, January 14,
oriented leadership. When we ·are 1966.
Dean Goldberg is married to a
told that the U. S. is in South Viet
Eva LeGallienne ,Sylvia Sidney
physical education inSt ructor. They
(Continued from Page 3)
Nam because that government in- and Leora Dana are the stars of
have th ree children- a son, John, graders reading at third grade lev- vited us there, we should remem- the company of 30 who will appear
- - - - - ---------1 el are missing something in the her that South Viet Nam is our in the three famed plays at the
way of opportunity.
own creation and that government Studebaker 'Theatre. Their triumThe Work Studies Program ben- only survives because of United phant tour began in November and
efits everyone, and everyone (re- States guns and money. In fact, has won unanimous praise from
quiring money to stay in school) since we are not a signatory to the critics everywhere.
can
apply for this rewarding em- Geneva Treaty of 1954, and have Students can also obtain tickets
by Pat Brieschke
of
ployment. Between January and violated its terms by injecting our at 50 per cent discount for groups
The joy of seeing one's work in J une. 1966, requests are being arms and troops into South Viet :>f 10 or more by writing to the
print is one of the most selfishly made for additional funds. Come Nam, we have no legal standing in a':Jove address. Classroom educasatiating emotions in existence. It and make application in Room 526 ; either North or South Viet Nam. tional kits are also available upon
inflates the suffocated ego, replen- come for a personal inter view with We are there only by unilateral ac- request.
ishes the drained deposit of deter- Mrs. Brandzel. Hard work reaps
mination, and conditions the crea- many benefits. Employment becktive reflexes to salivate at the ons - she deserves an answer!
sight of one's own printed page.
Indeed, such ecstacy is sweet!
1--------------•
However, life has acquired the
uncouth habit of agony. In a beast•
( Continued from Page 3)
ly pattern of deprivation, she ropes
and gags opportunity and relegates department said, "Freedom for exher to a dark musty closet. At ITC perimentation and creativity in de(a name we will cherish forever!) veloping programs for teacher eduopportunity has been unfettered cation is the only hope for North
Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
and restored to her elevated posi- Carolina's school systems. The
tion. Beaming in all her splendor, guidelines for the Approved ProVWs WITH EXPEJllENCE
gram have become a weapon toshe has dressed in THE MUSE.
'54's to '65's
If you are one of those creative ward conformity as they are being
Special Consideration To Students
Parts and Labor Guaranteed 100"
creatures who seek the joy of their used by the State Board. It seems
for
30
Days
Bring Your ID Card
own written page, come join the imperative to me that Salem constaff of THE MUSE and see oppor- tinue to assume its responsibility
tunity in all of her wonderful for educating teachers," Dr. Welch
splendor. Perhaps your avenue is continued, "and to concentrate its
1
art, photography, or some other in- best efforts on deveioping a pr0tricacy of the fine arts. Come to gram of teacher education which
LENLAKE
the Activities Office and leave will guarantee the perpetuation of
it . . . . .
..· ·... · · OPIN
PHONE: BR 5-3500
DAllY TO 9 l",M.
.·.
your name in THE MUSE mailbox. a scholarly flow of teachers, equalCtQSEDSUNOAY
Join our staff - know opportunity ly strong academically and profesin full regalia!
sionally.

FACULTY SKETCH

Dean Robert J. Goldberg
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Non-Resident Student . Costs Analyzed
Iowa City, Ia.-0. P.)-As a region, 12 states of the Great Lakes
and plains area are doing an exceptional job of meeting the higher
education needs of students who
live within the area, a new survey
on student migration shows.
'.}'his finding was among those
which emerged from the study of
student migration in the fall of
1963 for the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin.
The study was conducted for the
Midwestern _ Standing Committee
en Higher Education of the Midwestern Regional Conference of the
Council of State Governments, and
sponsored by the Midwestern Advisory Committee on Higher Education.
In the 12-state region, and for all
classifications of students, . t h e
range by state of students in
schools of the area who came from
the area was from 90 per cent to
96 per cent; for undergraduates
only it was from 91.2 to 98 per cent.
In the area of private education,
the survey's findings , released by
the University of Iowa News Service, showed that from 75.1 to 90
per cent of all students attending
institutions of this type in the region came from homes within the
12-state area.
Despite the high percentage of
resident students within the 12-state
area, this region had the largest·
in-migration of any of the regions"a tribute," according to the report, "to the depth and quality of
the public higher education systems in these twelve states."
Considering in-migration as a
proportion of the total student body
in public institutions within a state,
Iowa and Indiana had the largest
percentage (23.2 per cent and 19.5
per cent), while Minnesota and
Illinois had the smallest (11.2 per
cent and 6. 7 per cent>.
However, if net migration is considered (the difference between migration into and out of the state) ,
Michigan and Indiana had the
largest n e t in-migration, with
Michigan receiving 11,978 more
students than left the state for a
public higher education and Indiana , 7,911. Iowa and Illinois experienced net out-migration to public
institutions in the 12-state area ,
with Iowa sending out 445 more
students than it received and Iilinois, 14,482.
For the undergraduate student
body in the region 's public institutions, the report found that the net
migration picture is again diverse.
Michigan and Wisconsin had the
highest influx of in-migration (8,300
and 4,619 undergraduates respectively), and Illinois, Iowa, and
Minnesota had net out-migration
(14,299, 2,440 and 1,077 undergraduates respectively ).
That portion of the study dire::ted
to privately controlled institutions
of higher learning noted the following characteristics : The 12-state
area ranked second to the mideast region of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania , Delaware, and
Maryland in the number of students
sent to private institutions everywhere (399,951 or 24.8 per cent as
compared to 566,725 or 35.2 per
cent).
However, the 12-state area received a greater percentage of all
private students than its share,
with 26.4 per cent in attendance in
institutions in the area, and the
mid-east a smaller percentage,
with 33.8 per cent in attendance in
prh·ate institutions in that region.
Considering in-migration as • a
proportion of the total private en-

rollment within a state, private institutions in Indiana and Nebraska
had the highest proportions of inmigrants, with 50.4 per cent and
48.4 per cent respectively, while·
Michigan and North Dakota had
the smallest proportions, with 22.6
per cent and 21.2 per cent respectively.
Considering net migration, how-

ever, Indiana and Missouri had the su1ce governments are increasinglargest number o f in-migrants ly concerned about non-resident
(12,451 and 9,689), while the follow- students, largely for fir,ancial rea ing five states had net out-migra- sons.
tion : Michigan (3,746), Illinois The committee pointed out, how(6,314), Kansas (499), North Dako- ever, that the elimination of nonta 2,027), and South Dakota (144) . . resident students could actually
In a preface to the report, the cJst a state more in terms of tax
Midwest Advisory Committee on support for its public colleges and
Higher Education noted that many universities.

Robert L. Williams, a member
of the advisory committee and administrative dean of the University
of Michigan, is quoted as saying
that "the elimination of the nonresident student would cost money
rather than save· money, since the
fee income lost would be greater
than the savings from reducing
the size of the student body."

I'm going down to FOLLETT'S
to get quality used textbooks.
They're as good as new and 25% less.
It's about time
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YO U CAN

SAVE 25%
by buying used textbooks at Follett's store
We have t he most complete line of new and used
texts on campus. If you can't find the specific book
you need just ask one of our friendly experienced
clerks - they'll be glad to help you.

You don't have
to be too smart
to know where
to get the best
buy in used texts.

• Fast Friendly Service
• Art & Drafting Supplies
• All Your School Supply Needs
• 25% Savings By Buying Used Textbooks
So why not stop by and browse around . . .
Who knows, you may buy something .. .

FOLLETT'S
NORTHSIDE BOOKSTORE
3417 West Bryn Mawr Ave.
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With the coming of the new year,
the faculty bowling league leaped
into the second half of its season.
Still perched high atop their tree
of happiness are the Wrens, composed of captain Chuck (I ain't yet
begun to fight! ) Kane, 1Iarry
Kiang, Paul Welty, and Dorothy
(INTERIM agent .001) Holby. Actually, a half game lead is nardly
what most people would call a runaway lead, but with the d~termination of that team, its pretty hard
to visualize them being overcome
(no pun intended ).
The only possible way that one
might guess that the Wrens could
lose momentum is with the loss of
one of their team-mates, which
some say · might happen 1n the
near future. It's not that Paul
Wealty wants to quit, but the question is : Will he be brave enough
to return this trimester after having dethroned Dean Sachs for high
gross game.

by Ron Sokolski

Ann Lerner was awarded a patch
by the bowling establishment for
her "spectacular" pick-up of the
6-7-10. We're told that Nettie As•
trin was among the people almost
knocked over as Ann raced out the
door heading home to sew her
patch on her blouse.
Lastly, our secret agent .001
(alias Dorothy Holby) informs us
that Stuart Kaufman had better be
on the lookout for Jack Etten. Jack
is devising some sneaky method of
outdoing Stuart's 168 average. Will
sneaky Jack's plan work? To find
out, tune in again next issue when
we will answer the question : Can
our boy Jack find Happiness in his
pursuit of fame?

----

It has been brought to our attention .that
an error appeared In an ed itorial In t he
Dec. I Issue of the Interim. The student senate has f ully reimbur sed the sorority for Its
expense of the napkins for the par ade which
,,ever occured.

Staging a tremendous second
half rally, the Golden Eagles of
ITCC-N came from behind to edge
the 5th Army 76-70. It was the
Golden Eagles second straight win
of the season after two earlier
practice game defeats at the hands
of Aurora and George Williams
College.
In the first half both teams
traded baskets evenly until the
Eagles hit a cold spell. With the
Army leading 21-19 the Golden
Eagles suddenly couldn't find the
hoop. At this point the Army fat•
tened their margin to 37-19, and it
looked as though the game was out
of reach. However, Bob Ostby finally guided in a sling to break the
ice as the Golden Eagles closed
the gap to 37-29 at halftime.

Second half action found the ing helped the Golden Eagles to
Eagles to be an inspired ball club victory.
as they quickly raced to a 44-41
ARMY'S RETREAT
lead. A rugged zone press plus
ITCC-N-76
deadly outside shooting by Hess
p
Name
FG
FT
Hess
8
6
5
and Jaksa were responsible for the
Doyle
3
0
5
Spencer
Eagles dramatic second half come2
7
Kuhr!
1
0
"
1
back. In the closing minutes the
Sokulskl
3
"2
10
Ostby
2
Golden Eagles held the ball forcing
Jaksa
9
3
2
Dill!IS
0
1
the Army to foul, at which point
3
free throws by Jaksa and Diggs
Totals
29
11
25
put the game out of the Army's
5th Army.70
p
l\'ame
FG
FT
reach.
Norman
5
1
5
lw:iore
3
3
2
Leading the Eagles attack was
Thompson
6
0
1
Heinzman
0
0
5
once again Jim Hess' 22 points,
Sampson
5
11
1
followed by Rudy Jaksa 21, and
Flynn
0
0
Ra lec
2
2
Bernie Spencer 11. High man for
Keckllder
5
1
3
Rush
0
0
2
the Army was Sampson with 21.
Totals
26
18
27
The Golden Eagle MVP Award
Halftime : 5th Ar my-:7; ITCC-N-29
for the games outstanding Eagle
F~uled out : Hess, Doyle, Norman,
player, this week goes to Rudy
Heinzman.
Total Fouls: ITCC-N-25; 5th Army-27
Jaksa, whose clutch outside shoot-

..

Eagles Rip Roosevelt 96-69
by Ron Sokulski

In a sloppy and sometimes dull
exhibition of basketball the Golden
Eagles of ITCC-N smashed Roose·velt University, 96-69, before a
sparse home crowd. The win was
the Eagles third straight of the
There's a new member in the season, leaving them with an un" I have something to brag about defeated record of 3-0. Two earlier
department." On December 13, defeats suffered at the hands of
Aurora and George Williams Col- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < lege were ruled off the books due
to the ineligibility of some players
on these two teams.

SUPPORT
OUR
TEAMS
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TWO IN A ROW
FOR ITCC-N -EAGLES

FACULTY KEGLERS
STJ{UGGLE ON
(by Terri Mascolo as told to
Frank Sesko)

INTERIM

up a wide margin of 20 points to
put the game out of Roosevelt's
reach. Although the overall play of
the Eagles picked up in the second
half, sloppiness and mistakes still
marred their efforts, especially
those of the first team. The ap•
pearance of the reserves with the
score 82-62 found them increasing
the Golden Eagles margin to the
final score of 96-69.

Name
Hess
Nakon
Bean
Doyle
Brozny
Wesolowski
Spencer
Delaney
Kuhr!
Sokulski
Baker
Ostby
Jaksa
Diggs

ITCC-N-96
FG
9
2
1
2
1
2

For the first time this season
every Golden Eagle player dented
the scoring column. Jimmy Hess
was high man again for the Golden Eagles with 18, backed up by
Rudy J aksa's 12, and Johnny Bak·
er 's 12. Leading Roosevelt's ·attack
were Voight 21 and Anderson 17.

First half action was ragged
throughout and featured the re•
moval of the entire Eagle starting
five midway in the first half. The
second team played well and parlayed leads of 10 and 12 points as
the Golden Eagles left the court The Golden Eagle Award for "
with a 42-35 halftime lead.
this game goes to guard Jim Hess
With the starters opening the sec- for leading the Eagle scorers with
ond half the Eagles quickly opened 18 points.

.

p

.2

0

1
1
1

0

0

1

1

3

2

1

0
1

1
1
2
0

''

5
2

2
2

0

0
0
3
0

.co

16

16

3

Totals

FT
0
0
0

'

Name
Keare
Hnllo
Anderson
Voight
Brown
Morris
Totals

.,

:::::---

5

2

2

Dec.

3

Dec. 10

Dec.
Dec.
J an.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan .
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

H

2".t

7
13
15
25
28
5
8
11
18

p

.

9

3

1

1

0
2
2
2
3

28

13

13

7

3

'
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ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-NORTH
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE ( 1965• 1966)
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
Nov. 19 Aurora College (H)
3:30
Nov. 23 Geo. Williams ( H )
3 :30

Jud son College (H)
Fifth Army_Hdqs. (H)
Roosevelt Uriiverslty (H)
P-uraue ixt.' (A)
Roosevelt Universit y (A )
Purdue Ext. (H)
Wheaton College (A)
Ill. College of Optometry (H)
Judson College ( A )
Concordia (A)
Fifth Army ( H )
Ill. College of Optometry (A)
Concordia (H)
Shimer College

6:15 Jr. varsity

8:00 varsity
7:30

7:30

6:00
7 :30
3:30
6:00
7:30

6:15 Jr. varsity

8:00 varsity
6:00

7:30
7 :30
3:30

??
ADMISSION-Home Ga mes: Free. Away Games: $1.00 at gate.

...,

--------

=-

2

HaI;11me : ITCC'-N----42; Roosevelt-35
Fouled Out : None
Tota l Fouls : ITCC-N-16,
Rooseve11...:.13.

Thought for the Day

-

Roosevelt-$
FG
FT

An expert is one who knows
more and more about less and
less.
-Nicholas Murray Butler

